Summary Report

2020 Virtual Data Academy & Conference

Panelists for Conference week sessions, comprised of members from the Tribal Governance Group, the Tribal E-Enterprise
Leadership Council, the Environmental Council of the States, and the Environmental Protection Agency.

Prepared by the Institute for Tribal Environmental Professionals and the Exchange
Network Tribal Governance Group (TGG) – December 2020

Introduction
The 2020 Virtual Data Academy and Conference was held October 26 through November 12, 2020. The
event aimed to provide tribal professionals working with environmental data the fundamental knowledge
and skills needed to use technology solutions to streamline and enhance their data management capacity.
The event took place online over the course of three weeks using the Zoom Meeting and Webinar
platforms. The event transitioned to an online delivery format in response to the cancelation of in-person
gatherings due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but was still able to meet its goals of connecting tribal
environmental professionals to colleagues and information relevant to their work managing data systems.

Conference Sessions
Conference presentations took place October 26-October 28, 2020. The formats consisted of presentationstyle sessions and interactive panel discussions delivered by representatives from tribal programs, US
EPA, ITEP, and other partners. Overall turnout for all of the sessions was relatively consistent, with an
average of 65 attendees per session during the formal event, and nearly 250 total attendees across all
four sessions. More than half of the attendees participated in multiple sessions. Pre-registrations
submitted for the overall event were received from 215 individuals from tribes, EPA, and other partners
(pre-registrants were granted priority access to workshop registration and included on the email
distribution list for event-related announcements and access to post-conference recordings). Turnout for
the individual conference sessions was tracked through the virtual conferencing system. Table 1 (below)
details registration and participation numbers the live conference sessions.
Table 1: Conference Registration and Attendance
Conference Session
Preview/Launch
Welcoming Remarks and Intro to EN
Tribal Showcase
Interactive Discussions
Total





# Attended
39
66
70
60
235

Event Launch and Preview: The Institute for Tribal Environmental Professionals (ITEP)
welcomed conference and workshop attendees, introduced the event purpose and key participants,
and provided instructions on navigating the virtual platform for the event.
Welcoming Remarks and Introduction to the Exchange Network & Tribes: Ann Marie Chischilly
(Executive Director, ITEP), Jennie Campbell (Acting Office Director, EPA Office of Mission
Support), and Frank Harjo (TGG Chair) provided welcoming remarks. A brief discussion about
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the Exchange Network and tribal participation included TGG members (Frank Harjo, April
Hathcoat, and BryAnna Vaughan), Dwane Young (EPA Office of Water), and Kurt Rakouskas
(Environmental Council of the States).
Exchange Network Tribal Projects Showcase: Tribal EN Projects were highlighted in this
session. Presenters included Abigail Welch (Finfish Management Biologist, Port Gamble
S'Klallam Tribe), Ryan Eberle (Air Quality Program Manager, Gila River Indian Community),
and Angie Reed (Water Resources Planner, Penobscot Indian Nation).
Interactive Discussion Sessions & Closing Remarks: topics for the interactive discussions
covered data management challenges and best practices, an overview of the E-Enterprise and the
E-Enterprise Leadership Council (EELC), and tips for EN grants proposals. Panelists included
various members of the TGG, tribal EELC, and EPA EN grant program.

The event webpage also provided attendees easy access to the Agenda, Live Sessions and Recordings, as
well as a Resource Room with relevant links and references.
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Conference Evaluation Results
Twenty-six (26) participants responded to the online Conference Evaluation Form.

Respondents by EPA Region
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Respondents by Affiliation
ITEP employee, 1
Other government
employee, 2
Federal government
employee, 1

Tribal government
employee, 22

Many of the respondents:




attended the event to learn more about the Exchange Network,
because of the conference, felt inspired to learn more about how the Exchange Network can help
address an existing challenge build capacity for managing their environmental data,
would recommend the event to a colleague.

Respondents enjoyed learning about:




the Exchange Network and how it is used,
data systems and data groups,
case studies and project examples.
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One respondent suggested adding more breakout sessions for Tribes with similar data management issues.
The majority of respondents had no comments for improving future events.
Most respondents had no technical difficulties using the virtual event platform, Zoom, and commented
that it worked well on their end.
“[I enjoyed] learning more about the Exchange Network and how it can be used to assist in making
data management a bit easier… Listening to others explain the EN and its advantages helped [me]
understand it. It is a powerful network and has many useful tools.” – Conference Attendee
“It was great to get an overview of the whole Network. I enjoyed getting a primer on how all the
national and tribal components work together.” – Conference Attendee

Workshop Sessions
Four (4) workshop sessions were conducted online during the Virtual Data Academy portion of the event.
Sessions were scheduled over several days, from November 2-12, 2020, in lengths spanning 2-16 hours,
to allow for a variety of topics and schedule accommodations. The purpose of the workshop sessions was
to help tribes develop skills and competencies in areas relevant to data management and exchange. While
some workshop sessions suffered attrition for various reasons, all attendees were able to access training
materials and recordings of the sessions for reference. Table 2 (below) details registration and attendance
numbers for workshop sessions.
Table 2: Workshop Registration and Attendance
Pre-registered
Complete
Number of
attendance
Instructors/helpers
Data Carpentries
34
17
12
EECIP
20
11
6
QREST
27
21
2
ESRI
29
12
3
Workshop





Data Carpentry – Ecology Curriculum (R emphasis) – 16 hours
o Facilitated and led by instructors from the Data Carpentries organization
o Lessons on cleaning data with OpenRefine, using R and RStudio to perform exploratory
analyses, and plotting results graphically
o Used an ecology dataset for attendees to practice with in work sessions.
o Individualized learning and mentoring opportunities were available to attendees
throughout the workshop.
Introduction to ESRI Field Operations – 8 hours
o Facilitated and led by ESRI
o Introduced WebGIS and Field Operations workflows in the ArcGIS online platform to
inform field operations planning, data collection, management and visualization
activities.
o Topics included WebGIS, field operations, mobile data collection tools, data
management, and solutions for working in connected and disconnected environments.
o Participants were provided also encouraged to bring their own data and projects to work
on during the workshop.
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The E-Enterprise Community Inventory Platform (EECIP) Live Demo & Workshop for Tribes – 2
hours
o Facilitated and led by the Environmental Council of the States (ECOS)
o Introduced tribal attendees to the EECIP and its use as an online user community and
inventory of efforts, tools, and services that state, tribal, and local agencies employees
can use in their environmental program management
o Topics included accessing EECIP and building a user profile, searching the EECIP
database, and adding projects, discussion comments and other content.
o Participants were guided on how to join the EECIP user-community and update their
projects and user profiles.
The Quality Review and Exchange System for Tribes (QREST) – 2 hours
o Facilitated and led by the Institute for Tribal Environmental Professionals (ITEP)
o Introduced attendees to QREST, an open source tool that can be set up to automatically
retrieve data from data loggers and store it in the cloud for tribal data quality review.
o Topics included an overview and demonstration of features and a discussion on the
importance of data validation and review for data quality.
o Participants were invited to join the QREST user-community and provide additional user
input for the open-source tool.

Workshop Evaluation Results

Respondents by Workshop
EECIP, 0
QREST, 1

DC, 4

ESRI, 5

Ten (10) participants responded to the online Workshop Evaluation; they indicated that the information in
the workshops will help them organize and manage their data, as well as complete fieldwork. Many of
them stated that the virtual event platform, Zoom, was easy to navigate and use. In general,






Respondents valued the individual help sessions with instructors.
Communication on topics should have been communicated early in the process.
One instructor would have been beneficial, there seemed to be confusion between the various
instructors on what topics were and were not covered. This would also limit changing screens.
Provide example data for those who are unable to bring their own to the workshop.
It was informative and respondents valued the discussions to hear how others have applied their
knowledge.
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The pacing was fast, additional time for interaction and lesson completion would have been
beneficial or decreasing the amount of information covered. Difficulties accessing lessons was
mitigated after troubleshooting.
For future improvements, an initial check-in to determine experience would be helpful, or
enlisting and instructor with familiarity of tribal environmental programs.

“I learned so many techniques that have been directly helpful in organizing datasets. The tools
taught in the class are going to be beneficial in the future when my tribe is ready to start analyzing
our data.” – Data Carpentries Attendee

Respondents suggested the following for improving the overall Workshop approach:





more frequent workshops throughout the year, i.e. 2-3 times a year,
build in more capacity for technical session attendance (increase the maximum number of
allowed attendees)
more time for discussions, questions, interactions.
Instructor preparation, introduce assistants, expectations of workshop

Suggested topics for skill development in working with environmental data:









further instruction on R topics
OpenRefine
Excel
ArcGIS and GIS
Enterprise and Server, Landsat and Imagery Tools
common tribal project workflows
streamlining geospatial data collection field projects
efficient data management

Outcomes, Lessons Learned, and Next Steps
The 2020 Virtual Data Academy and Conference was a successful endeavor overall, enabling tribal
professionals, EPA, and other EN stakeholders the opportunity to connect with each other and learn new
skills to benefit their day-to-day efforts managing environmental data. A number of attendees expressed
appreciation for the ability to participate in the online sessions and connect with colleagues despite the
on-going COVID-19 pandemic. The virtual meeting environment, while challenging for some with poor
internet connections or computer technology, also allowed others to join the event who might not
otherwise have been able to travel to an in-person event. An added benefit was being able to make the
recorded sessions available to those who were not able to participate in the live sessions. While digital
interactions substituted for in-person ones, environmental professionals from across the country were able
to contribute to the collaborative event and make it a success.
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